
  

Ultrasonic bat ‘echolocation’ experiments - using Knowles MEMS microphones

 Some simple bits and pieces to try and capture ultrasonic ‘echolocation’ calls from some of our local bats - in 
real time - and then to ‘time expand’ the recordings to try and understand better what the little critters really 

sound like….  

 

I bought a selection of Knowles MEMS capsules from Mouser,  and found that this type 
gave me the best results – even though it doesn’t have an ‘official’ ultrasonic spec...



  

Pretty tiny, and designed for SMD automatic flow soldering of course – but with some 
Blue Tack, single strands of thin copper wire and a little perseverence….

… and add some usable connecting wires......it is possible to hand solder them

...encapsulate with paper and/or plastic medical tape…  and you’re good to go...



  

…..Build a simple ‘Schoeps’ type stripboard circuit to interface with 48v phantom power…..

…….connect up the capsule and insert into a length of 32mm plastic waste pipe….



  

...you can add a grounded antistatic aluminium shield if you want….

...add a windshield to the mic end and an XLR (or mini XLR) to the other - and you’re good to go...



  

My field rig… a couple of my home made MEMS mics  - a Tascam DR100MK3 recorder (set to 192KHz sampling) 
- and a ‘home made’ heterodyne bat detector to act as a monitor – all fitted into an old camera bag...



  

The screen shot above shows a typical recording (it’s about 17 minutes long) using 2 different MEMS capsules for 
comparison (sadly it’s not really possible to get a genuine stereo image very easily with 60KHz ‘audio’!)

The Tascam 192KHz files are transferred to the computer via USB and opened in Adobe Audition….

The recording needs to be time expanded in small sections, to find the really useful bits – the screen shot above is 
of a Soprano Pipistrelle ‘feeding buzz’, slowed down 100 times in Audition….This 40 second expanded recording 
was originally less than ½ a second long!...  You can find the original time expanded recording here:     
http://www.jp137.com/las/Sop.Pip.echo.sequence.MP3                                                                            ©rogs 2017


